14 FEBRAIO 2013

Bingo Players Feat. Far East Movement - Get Up Rattle (Original Mix)
Arno Cost - Head Up (Original Mix)
David Guetta Feat. Taped Rai - Just One Last Time (Extended Mix)
Hardwell Feat Amba Shepherd - Apollo (Original Mix)

Pitbull Feat. TJR - Don't Stop The Party
Tujamo - Crump
Sidney Samson Feat. Will I Am - Better Than Yesterday (Original Mix)
Fedde Le Grand - Raw
Psy - Gangnam Style
Ummet Ozcan - The Code
John de Sohn Feat. Kristin Amparo - Dance Our Tears Away

Ne-Yo - Forever Now
Lazy Rich - Brainfreeze
Burns - Lies (Otto Knows Remix)
Queen Vs Bruno Mars - Radio Gaga Vs Just The Way You Are
Vincenzo Callea Vs William Naraine - Turn Off The Light (Ivan Gough Remix)